**Students Fill Eight ITSA Posts**

**Calabrese, Czepliw Win Write-ins**

**Political Groups Meet, Will Seek Recognition Soon**

**Win of potential for freshmen**

**Announce Plan for Research Park On 40 Acres Tract South of Institute**

**Where’s the Petit Fours?**

**DEAN HOGAN (right) and Mrs. Hogan talk with Technology News news editor Phil Buenger during the formal reception held by ITSA in Hogan’s honor. About 100 students, faculty, and administrators welcomed Hogan, who became dean of students last September. The reception was held last Thursday in the HUB.**

**Merry Christmas**

**ERNIE, SAM, DON, JERRY**

**CAMPUS BARBER SHOP**

**HAIRCUTS $1.75**

**Listenings, Directory Out The latest issue of Listenings magazine should be available today, according to editor Pete Stoep, Tech Center Director. It is also being distributed and may be obtained through the Commons bookstores for 30 cents.**

---

**Alpha Epsilon Pi’s Skit Wins Pageant, Captures 294 of Possible 300 Points**

Alpha Epsilon Pi social fraternity for the first time won the Interfraternity Pageant last Saturday night before a crowd of 700 people in the HUB auditorium. Triangle, Phi Kappa Sigma, and Theta Xi were awarded second, third, and fourth places respectively.

The "Birth of Rich ‘n’ Roll," Alpha Epsilon Pi’s presentation, told of the invention of the wheel and its ultimate practical use. The entire skit was written in a rhyming dialogue. For set design they used a wooden blind type arrangement which depicted a scene in two seasons of the year. They received 294 points out of a possible 300 for their production.

Judges for the IF Pageant were William Dumber, director of the HUB; Robert Entin, physics instructor; and Harvey Landa, of the Campus Players. Pageant chairman was Arnold Kaplan who also served as master of ceremonies. He was assisted by Ron Golden, Vern Kahlman and Rudy Mark.

The theme, "In This White World," Mike Liebermen, Mike Fridman, and Judy Resner presented three black-out skits, also between acts.

Dean of students Thomas Hogan presented the Interfraternity scholarship trophy to Alpha Epsilon Pi for receiving the highest grade point average of the fraternities last semester. After winning the trophy for the third time, they have retired it. They were also awarded the pledge scholarship trophy.

Theta Xi was awarded the trophy for greatest improvement in scholarship, and Kappa Phi Delta received the Pahelminic Scholarship trophy.

Second place went to Sigma Phi Epsilon, for another imitative of a silent movie, which they entitled "Par- 10 of 12." Their entire set and costume was black and white. A flashing stage light created the impression of the early silent movies.

Other fraternities participating in the pageant were Delta Tau Delta, Kappa Phi Delta, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Tau Epsilon Phi.

---

**Students Lose Athletically**

From Tech west to a superior victory this Thursday in a 74-21 rout of 100 athletes at Iowa.

Joe Miller and Tom Crowe were in the 160-pound division, which was won by Iowa's Frank Stauf, who took third place in the national field style also.

In football, Iowa's Anderson 200 backstroke who took a place in the 200 backstroke.

---

**Print Win of Potential for Freshmen**

Amen, out to left, trooped the 10th in the highest in the season. The runners ran over the outfield, round out the bases, and left the team at the second tier. The game was postponed.

The teams entered to learn that there will be playoffs in a elimination basis.